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ABStRAct
This thesis analyses traffic conditions within an area of the Bialystok city and possible applications for prioritizing 
public transportation. The main goal of the paper is to find out whether the introduction of bus priority on 
intersections controlled with vehicle actuated traffic lights is feasible in the examined case, as well as in agglomeration 
traffic overall. In frame of this elaboration a complete simulation of traffic network fragment has been done both 
before and after implementation of so called Bus Signal Priority with a calculation of capacity of all intersections 
along investigated traffic network.
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1. Introduction
From the very beginning history tells us the transportation 

network has always been tightly connected with the economic 
development. That is why the transportation network was so 
intensively expanded in the last centuries. In the end of the 
20th century there was a  realisation that the best way to manage 
transportation doesn’t point to building new and wider roads as to 
manage more vehicles on the existing roads we have. It is a growing 
fact that there is a need to increase the number of passengers that 
we are able to carry on given roads due to economic demands and 
congestion problems. The parallel rise of telecommunications, 
Internet Technologies and the growth of recognised electronic 
organisations contributed in the research, development and creation 
of what we call today the Intelligent Transport Systems – ITS. 

The described scheme is functioning for both rural areas as 
well as cities agglomerations. For purposes of this thesis small 
city of Bialystok was chosen with an approximate population of 
about 300 000 inhabitants in an eastern-north part of Poland, 
the region named Podlasie. Bialystok is a distinct economic and 
cultural centre of region, and the biggest city in Poland with public 
transportation based solely on bus mode. The motorization index 
of Bialystok oscillates around 400 cars per 1000 inhabitants, this is 

moderate high demand on the transportation network especially 
as the town is centrifugal to the social hub of the area. It is also 
noted that allot of people will travel every day to work and for 
schools with personal vehicles from the outer surrounding areas 
of Bialystok. 

The study delivered a full explanation of problem starting with 
an explanation of the existing priority measures for public transport, 
a description of the investigated section of the traffic network, 
a  calculation of intersection capacities, a description of micro-
model creation procedure along with a summary of results. The last 
part of investigation is the comparison of numerical results of before 
and after situation and discusses whether it is or it is not reasonable 
to apply the Bus Signal Priority (BSP) in a real world.

2. Bus traffic priority
Applying priority for public transport at signalized junctions 

can significantly improve punctuality of buses, reliability and 
reduction of travel time. The measurement of travel time from a 
study in Swedish cities shows that up to 70-80% of all travels in 
area of city centres is a result of waiting on traffic lights [1] when 
no priority measures are taken.
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Some of advantages from priority for Buses on intersections are: 
•	Social (i.e. faster, more frequent and reliable bus traveling 

with higher comfort and lower pollution), 
•	Municipality (i.e.. lower costs, more passengers and accurate 

data for time schedule planning and better control of service 
providers). 

•	Operators (i.e. more passengers, lower fuel consumption, less 
stress, for bus drivers, increased operation effectiveness, lower 
operational costs and higher income). 

2.1 Bus priority at intersections with traffic 
light signals

The general bus signal priority can be split into 2 groups 
according to required effect which are full priority and differential 
priority. The same concepts are also referred as an absolute 
(unconditional) priority and conditional priority in some other 
countries, e.g. U.S. [2]. In this study only full priority forms are 
applied in the following chapters and it is noted the full priority 
is used to improve bus travel times and fluency. With full priority 
any bus detected at the detector point can be given a priority 
signal if it arrives during the predefined green extension or recall 
time intervals subject to the signal control strategy operation. 
Differential priority is determined and awarded to improve 
regularity (for maintaining the desired headway) or punctuality 
(for maintaining the schedule adherence). This indicates that for 
the headway-based bus services, priority may only be granted 
to buses which have large headways to the front bus, whilst for 
schedule-based services may only be granted priority to buses 
running late to schedule.  

Most often implemented bus priority forms on signalised 
intersections are: 

•	Extensions: this is where a phase of green is extended beyond 
it maximum in such a way that it allows for approaching 
prioritized vehicle through the junction. 

•	Recall: this is when a prioritized bus is detected in the red 
aspect, so a red phase is minimized to minimum for buses 
by either limiting competing stage lengths to an minimum 
or omitting them altogether, 

•	Queue overtaking: this is applicable only with bus lane. The 
adequate signal sequence gives the bus a chance to continue 
travel before all the others vehicles. 

•	Queue management: Buses are detected relatively far before 
intersection and the control algorithm is managing a queue in 
such a manner that when the bus approaches the intersection 
it can go through without stopping, 

•	Green Wave: this is a measure applicable on coordinated 
intersections where a signal controller detects a massive traffic 
flow from the direction of a bus and can coordinate the next 
intersections in a direction of prioritized vehicles as so it passes 
flawlessly through junctions. This measure however is effective 
only in case of intersections that are placed close to each other 
along important traffic streams. 

2.2 Bus detection facilities

Bus detection is a vital part in the bus priority strategies. To 
effectively assign priority for any bus, firstly the vehicle needs to 
be detected on time. Therefore the detectors need to be able to 
distinguish the buses and identify their locations. The following 
sections in this thesis will provide descriptions of the types of 
detectors and their placement available. According to the locations 
of the detectors we can distinguish: 

•	Infrastructure only detectors: The earlier designs of 
implemented detectors had numerous technical issues mainly 
in consequence of often maintenance and low effectiveness of 
bus detection. Modern detectors however allow implementing 
virtual loops by aid of CCTV (closed circuit television) cameras 
above the street. 

•	On board and local infrastructure: This group involves 
various kinds of transponders in the buses and loops or beacon 
detectors on the approach to an intersection. Examples of this 
is an Infra-red emitter equipped on front of the bus sending 
optical request to traffic signalization on a intersection. 

•	On-bus and central infrastructure: This group of detectors base 
on Automated Vehicle Localization (AVL) equipment like Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS). On board localization equipment communicates with 
the Traffic Control Centre or other centralized infrastructure 
and priority is given based on position. 

3. Description of investigated 
area

The simulation and evaluation of BSP is made using real 
traffic data from the existing networks and signal controllers, 
the estimation of various parameters and the data was done 
as accepting data provided by the department of transport of 
Bialystok municipality office. The four most important aspects 
needed to perform successful simulation are junction settings, the 
vehicle information, the simulation scenarios and signal control 
plans. The investigated area consisted of three intersections, two 
of which are crossroad junctions and are following each other on 
a main corridor, have extensions creating an additional 1 lane in 
a downstream direction, designated for cars that are performing 
and queuing for a left turn (Fig. 1).

The second important information needed to perform a 
successful simulation of traffic network is the vehicle and traffic 
volume information. In this study, 3 classes of vehicles were 
implemented: personal cars, HGV and public transportation 
buses. Information about traffic volumes was necessary to create 
vehicle inputs in the model taken from the data collected from 
video detectors on intersections. As a representative day there 
were chosen average day – Thursday 5 of April 2012. This day was 
chosen as result of a careful review of the detector information 
from the full month of April and a selection of the most average 
day with a dependence to traffic volume. In given localization 
there is no influence of seasons of the year, hence no other months 
were considered to choose an average day. The traffic flow from 
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this day shows a main traffic stream from the most northern end 
of Hetmanska Street (northern arm of first intersection) and 
follows through a middle intersection right to a junction with 
an centralised island, this is where the traffic splits into eastern 
and western arms of the junction with insignificant flow into the 
southern arm.

Fig. 1. Map of investigated area [3]

The routing decisions were created accordingly to detections 
on subsequent lanes on each junction with respect to direction 
available to continue in. Near to the most southern intersection, 
routing decision were calibrated more carefully due to the 
problems with simulation mechanics and to assure full usage of 
available lanes on centralised island. The goal here was to make 
simulation as close to reality as possible.

The last important aspect of simulation are signal controls at 
intersections. The first two intersections (Hetmanska – Promienna, 
and Hetmanska – Marczukowska) are currently functioning on 
fixed time signal controls. The third which is the most complicated 
intersection is working with the use of a vehicle actuated logic 
programme but unfortunately the programme is descripted in 
an unclear way without the precise documentation about phases 

and intergreen times. Thus for needs of elaboration simplified 
fixed time programme is used which works in four different cycles 
depending from the time of the day.

4. Proposed changes in traffic 
organization

First of the changes in signal control were implementation 
into signal control logic, on the first two intersections a green 
light recall and green phase extension in case buses are detected 
near to the junction. These features however apply only to the 
phases where buses are granted with a green light. The values of 
a green extension and recall call are respectively 7 seconds and 
5 seconds. On the third, an intersection signal control logic was 
however completely changed. During traffic data analysis and 
construction of simulation, it was realised that two strong traffic 
streams significantly exceeded traffic volumes in other relations 
during morning peak hours, and these streams are north - west 
and east – north. Therefore signal control for this intersection was 
completely changed and its algorithm is presented.

Bus lanes with the highest cruise frequency are using the same 
relations and some time savings can be achieved only thanks to this 
change. In addition like at intersection Hetmanska – Promienna 
and Hetmanska – Marczukowska there were applied measures to 
extend green time if profitable, or a cause recall of green signal 
for stream with bus participation. Precise values of a green time 
extension, recall of green light and placement of detectors were 
established by empirical methods using a micro simulation 
software and were modelled according to the values in [2] and [4]. 
The multiple simulation runs confirmed the best values of green 
light extension for this intersection to be 13 seconds and earliest 
green light call to be allowed at maximum of 5 seconds before 
regular time. Those values however differ insignificantly for the 
different phases and time of the day at intersection due to different 
traffic characteristics and signal control cycle time during the day.

4.1 Simulation of changes in traffic 
organization

For the simulation of bus transport signal priority a VISSIM 
software was used. Several options of detectors length were tested 
on simple intersection in order to determine its influence on buses 
crossing intersections. The starting position was taken from [4] 
and was established as 100 meter long detectors placed 150 meters 
before the stop line. Several trials however showed that for given 
vehicle inputs and speed limits the most effective are detectors 
placed 120 meters before an intersection, with 110 meters length. 
Therefore this combination of detectors and placement was 
implemented in simulation. These detectors were placed only on 
street lanes where bus traffic is present and in the case of intersection 
Hetmanska – Popieluszki they were implemented only on enters to 
intersections and not around the centralised island. 

Signal control logics were programmed in a VisVap programme 
enabling an easy design of signal control logics in form of graphs 
and then compiling it to the form of a simple *.vap file which is 
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readable for VISSIM simulation software. VAP stands for Vehicle 
Actuated Programming and is a module of the VISSIM programme 
enabling more complex and intelligent solutions on traffic lights 
control.

Than the whole simulation was one more time conducted in a 24 
hours period of time with all others parameters left at the same levels.

5. Comparison of results 
In order to evaluate the profitability and real benefits from 

introduction of BSP, the three main evaluation dimensions were 
established, being delays, environmental impacts and monetary 
evaluation.

5.1 Simulation results delays

The most common indicators to evaluate the efficiency of 
bus signal priority are delays and travel times. The travel time is 
more appropriate for monetary evaluation than for efficiency and 
thus in this section delay information will be used for evaluation 
of efficiency for bus signal priority. Other data output from the 
simulation software that can help in the evaluation of BSP is 
queue length information and PT waiting time evaluation, this 
is provided as one of the outputs from running a simulation in 
VISSIM software. This evaluation provides a log file of all events 
when a public transport vehicle is stopped (excluding passenger 
interchange stops and stops at stop signs) [5]. 

Delay information describes efficiency of BSP in most direct 
and a straight forward manner and that is why it shall be described 
in the first. It can be defined as subtract of theoretical (ideal) travel 
time from the real travel time.

For the comparison of delays before and after changes in 
simulation a few categories of data from morning and afternoon 
peak hours (respectively 7–9 am and 3–5 pm) were compiled. 
Results were calculated separately for buses and passenger cars 
and they consist of the following information: 

•	Sum of delays duration – the sum of all delays duration time 
in examined time period expressed in seconds. 

•	Average delay duration time – the average delay per vehicle 
in examined time period expressed in seconds per vehicle. 

•	Sum of the time spent stopped – the sum of all time the vehicles 
spent stopped during examined period of time expressed in 
seconds.

•	Average time spent stopped – the average time spent stopped 
per vehicle in examined period of time expressed in seconds 
per vehicle. 

•	Average number of stops – the average number of stops 
performed by each vehicle in examined period of time. 

•	Number of affected vehicles – the number of vehicles that 
suffered from delays in examined period of time.

As expected the bus delays seem to be significantly smaller 
when a BSP was applied. The significant improvement in travel 
conditions is also visible in the case of personal vehicles which can 
be surprising but it is important to mention that a huge majority 
of cars on the first two intersections is travelling along with the 

PT buses on the main corridor and last intersection consists of 
multiline roads which allow passing through intersection for large 
amount of vehicles at any time green light time is extended. It can 
be suggested that the new algorithm that is favouring main traffic 
streams is having a strong influence on overall traffic conditions at 
intersections. Delay times in morning peak hours were decreased 
by over 15% for buses and above 23% for private vehicles which 
seems to be great improvement. In the case of buses we can deduct 
a decrease in number of stops for almost 37% which is very good 
achievement. 

Table 1. Delay time comparison for morning peak hours 7:00 – 9:00 am 
[own study]

Delay 
information  

in current 
state

Delay 
information 

with BSP

difference 
[%]

Bu
se

s

Sum of delays duration [s] 1420.20 1200.3 -15.48%

Average delay duration 
time [s/veh] 118.35 100.03 -15.48%

Sum of time spent 
stopped [s] 391.5 318.2 -18.72%

Average time spent 
stopped [s/veh] 32.63 26.52 -18.73%

Average number of stops 2.49 1.57 -36.95%

Number of affected 
vehicles 60 53 -11.67%

Pa
ss

en
ge

r c
ar

s

Sum of delays duration [s] 1126.6 863.6 -23.34%

Average delay duration 
time [s/veh] 93.88 71.97 -23.34%

Sum of time spent 
stopped [s] 775.9 576.8 -25.66%

Average time spent 
stopped [s/veh] 64.66 48.07 -25.66%

Average number of stops 2.76 2.04 -26.09%

Number of affected 
vehicles 1886 1303 -30.91%

Moving to the results of afternoon peak hour, we can recognize 
a similar trend in changes of the delay times and number of vehicles 
delayed or stopped on their routes due to the traffic lights or poor 
traffic conditions. Overall the numbers seem to be smaller but it 
is closely related to the traffic volume which is almost doubled in 
afternoon peak hours in relation to morning peak and thus BSP 
efficiency is smaller in magnitude.

5.2 Simulation results emission levels

In this chapter the emission analysis and environmental impact 
of bus signal priority is conducted. This evaluation is much more 
complex and the results are less reliable due to the complexity of 
formation and emitting process of each from four main pollutants 
CO, NOx and VOC. Another difficulty in this evaluation is the 
high dependence on engine types and the year of production for 
each vehicle in traffic network thus significant simplifications had 
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to be done which may influence the numerical values but should 
still present the direction of changes in matter of emissions.

The Table 2 presents emission results as total emission in 
grams, divided for specific time periods and by each intersection 
separately. Time periods presented in the Table are morning peak 
hours, afternoon peak hours and total emissions for the whole day. 
Results wise we can see the main 3 columns standing for different 
emissions and subdivision of those for results of simulation of 
the present state, the state after an implementation of BSP and a 
numerical difference of both solutions.

Table 2. Emission results from VISSIM software for both simulation 
cases [own study]

Intersections Hetmanska- 
Promienna 

and 
Hetmanska- 

Marczukowska

Hetmanska- 
PopieluszkiEmissions 

Difference  

CO
Daily [g]: -15136.8 20208.51

Monthly [kg]: -454.104 606.2553

NOx 
Daily [g]: -2944.88 3931.99

Monthly [kg]: -88.3464 117.9597

VOC
Daily [g]: -3507.96 4683.67

Monthly [kg]: -105.2388 140.5101

5.3 Simulation results monetary evaluation

This last section of the BSP evaluation is an economical 
comparison and assessment of the appropriateness of changes in an 
elaborated traffic corridor. The economical evaluation concentrates 
on a value of time and fuel consumption which contribute to 90% 
of overall costs [4]. At the beginning to start with it is necessary to 
determine occupancy of the buses and private cars which is necessary 
for further calculations.

From [6] the structure of Bialystok public transportation the 
buses fleet is 45% of regular buses and 55% of articulated ones out 
of total 276 vehicles. Regular buses in Bialystok are MAN Lion’s 
City with capacity of 85 passengers and the articulated buses are 
Solaris Urbino 18 with capability of accommodate 174 people. This 
gives us an average capacity of 134 passengers in Bialystok buses. 
From the research done by public opinion and statistics institute 
[7] we can read that the average occupation of buses in Bialystok 
during non-peak period is equal to 54% and during peak hours it is 
96% which gives respectively 72 and 129 passengers. This data will 
be used to evaluate costs due to time savings in changes of travel 
times of vehicles in the network along with average occupancy of 
personal cars equal to 1.2 person per vehicle. 

The information about travel times is collected at each intersection 
separately for each relation (12 relations per intersection) and 
separately for all directions in which bus PT lines occurs. The 
second factor taken into consideration in monetary evaluation is fuel 
consumption of vehicles in network. Unfortunately neither VISSIM 
nor EnViVer software does not support fuel consumption calculations 
for each different class of vehicles. Both software enable calculation of 
fuel consumption levels only basing on virtual vehicle counts where 
all vehicles are counted as the same engine model. Hence all of results 

presented here should be taken with reserve and this is why they are 
described separately below. Combined results for investigated case are 
presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Total economical differences due to BSP application [own 
study]
  Value of changes [€ / day] Percent change [%]

Intersections: 1 2 3 1 2 3

Value of 
travel time -352.75 -747.98 558.22 -27.82 -23.88 8.74

Price of fuel 
cost -890.56 -71.58 1093.8 -33.43 -3.38 15.3

Sum -1243.31 -819.56 1652.02 -27.84 -23.84 8.71

6. Conclusion
The case study showed that BSP is great tool to improve public 

bus transport conditions but only when applied wisely and with prior 
studies on feasibility. The results of modelling differed for different 
traffic conditions and relation, the structure on intersections in 
case of the same priority algorithm (intersections 1 and 2). This 
implicates sensitivity due to traffic relation structure and variations 
in stream saturation by buses (different percentage values of each 
performer index in peak hours, and in normal traffic). Negative 
results dissuading from BSP implication of BSP at intersection 3 
suggest highest care before application of this tool and the necessity 
of detailed research and prior studies weather BSP is demanded 
solution for particular junction. 

The general conclusion is that bus transport priority can truly be 
a tool for improving the situation of future transport in cities such 
as selected in this case study, but due to high influence of different 
traffic conditions and large scale of possible solutions each situation 
needs to be investigated separately and no universal solution exists 
that would always bring benefits without negative consequences. 
Therefore for establishing “which and where” solutions further 
studies are needed and advised.
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